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CYCLE BRIEF

Our 17th Seed Program cycle took off on August 24th 2021. The 
outstanding cohort graduating has products and services across 
multiple sectors including Health Tech, E-commerce, Food & 
Beverage, IOT devices, Agri Tech, SaaS and Education Technology.

Flat6Labs Seed Program brought in multiple world class consultants, coaches 
and mentors to work closely with each of the startup teams, empowering them 
to achieve their business goals. Every week Flat6Labs facilitated networking 
opportunities to help the startups build and grow their networks and connect 
to global leaders. The nine startup teams have been working over the past four 
months on growing their customer base, refining their offerings, expanding to 
new markets and building strategic partnerships.

flat6labs.com

Cycle 17 in Cairo



INDUSTRY
Fintech/Edtech

MARKET
B2C

TARGET CUSTOMER
Parents, Postgraduate Students, 
Educational Institutions

PRODUCT
Mobile Application

Edupay is a fintech startup that aims to simplify 
transactions and interactions in education.

PRODUCT

Our mobile application connects users with a wide array 
of services that enrich the lives of education seekers and 
families. We provide the largest database of educational 
institutions, financial and payment plans, college funds, 
family insurance plans, and loyalty and benefits program that 
cater to families.

TARGET MARKET

We’re targeting the private sector in Education. The private 
sector serves about 3.1Mn students and its estimated value is 
EGP 62Bn.

BUSINESS MODEL

Parents or HR Departments apply using our app. We process 
their loan request with our financial partners. Once their 
benefits are approved we transfer the money to the selected 
school.

COMPANY BRIEF

Edupay is a fintech startup that aims to simplify 
transactions and interactions in education.  Edupay 
empowers education seekers by assisting them throughout 
their journey. They offer the largest directory of educational 
institutions, registration services, financing options, 
payment plans, college funds, and so much more, placing 
themselves as the go-to hub for all education services!

FOUAD SELIM
CEO
fouad.selim@edupayegypt.com | 01008868188

TEAM

WAJIH FAKHOURI
Chief Marketing Officer

OMAR DEWEDAR
Chief Operating Officer

MARTIN SORSOK
Chief Technology Officer

AMGAD SALEM
Chief Design Officer
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ASHRAF SALEM
Chief Business Development Officer

MOHAMED EL KAHWAGY
Chief Financial Officer

www.edupayegypt.com

https://elmawkaa.com/
https://www.edupayegypt.com/


INDUSTRY
ConTech

MARKET
B2B

TARGET CUSTOMER
Construction, Contracting 
Companies

PRODUCT
Marketplace, WebApp

An intelligent B2B Marketplace for Building Materials.

PRODUCT

Elmawkaa is an e-commerce web and mobile 
application, in both Arabic and English. It connects 
suppliers with contractors/construction companies 
on one platform. The process is simple, the contractor 
places an RFQ (request for quotation) where registered 
suppliers gets notified to submit their quotations. The 
contractors can track their RFQs, select the preffered 
quotation, pay for it online or COD, get it delivered to 
their site.

TARGET MARKET

The Building Materials Market is worth over $17Bn in Egypt.
Egypt represents about 30% of the value of the Building 
Materials Market in the MENA region.

BUSINESS MODEL

Up to 6% commission depending on product type.
Subscription Packages for Suppliers & Contractors
(Avg $125 Annually) Sponsorships (Avg $1,900 Annually)”

www.elmawkaa.com

COMPANY BRIEF

A B2B Marketplace for Building Materials. We help 
contractors get accurate quotations and order their 
building materials, from our vetted suppliers, in a few clicks.

EBRAHEM ANWAR
CEO
ebrahemanwar@elmawkaa.com | 01111197906

TEAM
MAHMOUD HABIB
CTO

THABET
CBO Fa
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https://elmawkaa.com/


INDUSTRY
Kitchen As a Service

MARKET
B2C

TARGET CUSTOMER
15 to 45 Years Old Internet Users, 
Foodies

PRODUCT
Ecommerce Web-App

KoKens is a Kitchen as a Service platform transforming 
online recipes into cool menus that can be ordered and 
delivered.

PRODUCT

Our product is a multi-brand ecommerce store integrated 
with a full kitchen management and last mile system for 
operations. Bloggers can create their own brand pages 
at KoKens E-commerce and link it to their social media 
platforms, Customers browsing the content will be able to 
click on the link and be redirected to the product page for 
checkout process.

TARGET MARKET

Food delivery business in Egypt is worth $2.5B, where online 
channels account for only 6%. We set eyes to acquire 5% of 
the total market by 2025 generating $20M in revenue.

BUSINESS MODEL

We acquire customers through bloggers on social media 
platforms, once an order is placed Kokens will fulfill the 
order and collect the full payment, bloggers will receive a 
commission on every order placed.

www.kokens.com

COMPANY BRIEF

KoKens is a KaaS (Kitchen As A Service) platform 
transforming online food recipes into a menu available 
to everyone, by enabling food bloggers & Entrepreneurs 
to instantly launch their virtual food brands for home 
delivery through our E-commerce platform, standardized 
commercial kitchens and last mile operations.Our solution 
would work on every single content not only food in the 
future, enabling instant monetization for brands.

MOAMEN SHARAF
CEO & CO-FOUNDER
m.sharaf@kokens.com | 0 114 382 9044

TEAM
AHMED KHATTAB
Co-Founder, CBO

WAEL DOWIDAR
Co-Founder, COO Fa
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http://www.kokens.com


INDUSTRY
Retail

MARKET
B2C

TARGET CUSTOMER
Consumers and Small Businesses

PRODUCT
Bulk Buying E-grocery

The smartest way to stock up bulk groceries and gets them 
delivered to your doorstep.

PRODUCT

A web and a mobile e-commerce store displaying grocery 
products. The user can simply add items to their cart 
getting an instant price drop when increasing product 
quantities. 

TARGET MARKET

Egypt groceries market size is worth $55.1Bn and the 
average annual spend per household is $2,250

BUSINESS MODEL

13% average markup on products sold. Markup can go as 
high as 20% leveraging bulk supplier agreements. Our CAC 
is an average of $5 - $7

www.packnsave.com

COMPANY BRIEF

PacknSave provides online bulk buying groceries for 
families. Order your groceries in bulk with up to 15% lower 
prices, delivered to your home.

AYMAN ELHAKIM
CEO
ayman@packnsave.app | 01000551192

TEAM
SAMEH ABDELWAHAB
Founder & COO

AHMED MAGED
Founder & CTO Fa
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http://www.packnsave.com


INDUSTRY
Healthtech

MARKET
B2B2C

TARGET CUSTOMER
Surgeons, radiological centers, 
hospitals

PRODUCT
3D anatomical models

An on-demand medical 3D service provider for surgical 
planning.

PRODUCT

Qubx has 2 product components; the first is a web 
application for the radiology centers, it’s a web application 
allowing centers to upload patient’s info and CT/MRI PACS 
files. The second is the backend admin where all data are 
imported to handle internal operations and generate 3D 
files/prints. The 3D rendered models are 99% less volume 
of the actual radiological data. Generated files are then 
uploaded to the cloud where Radiology centers and patients 
can access through a link.

TARGET MARKET

In Egypt, 1.5Mn surgical operations are undertaken 
yearly, with the need of two 3D prints/files (post and pre-
operation). Orthopedic and vascular operations account for 
20% (300k) of those surgeries, which are considered to be 
the most critical operations in need for 3D modeling.

BUSINESS MODEL

We sell 3D files and 3D prints for a fixed service fee of EGP 
250 and 1,000 respectively. 

www.qubxview.com

COMPANY BRIEF

Qubx is an on-demand 3D radiological services provider for 
surgeons, this is done through hospitals and radiological 
centers. Using the latest technology, Qubx is the surgeon’s 
surgical planning decision helper.

MOSTAFA SAMIR
CEO 
mostafa@qubxview.com | 01144111124

TEAM
MOHAMED HAZEM
CTO

MINA MONTASER
COO Fa
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https://qubxview.com


INDUSTRY
Food & Beverage

MARKET
B2B

TARGET CUSTOMER
Restaurants

PRODUCT
Mobile Application

Shifting the dine-in experience!

PRODUCT

The v-chip: a battery free device integrating the customer 
facing app with the restaurant’s backend. Venu App: 
the mobile app used by the guests/customers inside the 
restaurants. Venu Business: which are two apps, one for the 
staff, and another for the business owners.

TARGET MARKET

The food and beverage market size in Egypt is estimated to 
be $8Bn, with over 40K dine-in branches and 38K take away 
branches.

BUSINESS MODEL

Our business model is divided into a set-up fee ranging 
between 25K-50K and a monthly subscription fee ranging 
between 5K-10K depending on the number of tables.

www.venuapps.com

COMPANY BRIEF

At Venu App, we aim to provide unparalleled modern 
solutions to enable a tech experience to the Food and 
Beverage industry filled with success, productivity and 
profitability, while empowering the customer experience 
with freedom, support and luxury through our innovative, 
unique and effective one of a kind platforms.

MAZEN SABOUNUI
CEO 
mazensabouni@venuapps.com  
01225900046

TEAM
YARA GAD
COO Fa
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http://www.venuapps.com


INDUSTRY
LegalTech

MARKET
B2C

TARGET CUSTOMER
Adults with a Net Asset Worth 
above EGP 4M

PRODUCT
Online Will-Maker

Waseya is an online will maker.

PRODUCT

The web-application is simple to use, in both English 
and Arabic. Users sign-up with their email, fill out their 
information and wishes by following our step-by-step 
guided process, and pay online before downloading their will 
document. Updates, when life happens, are free of charge.

TARGET MARKET

In Egypt, the total available market is around $4Bn and the 
SAM to be $1.7Bn, and this just for will writing. The MENA 
market is 6 to 7 times bigger and growing.

BUSINESS MODEL

We sell wills online direct to customers at EGP 1,500 per 
will, as well as offline to companies in bulk, for their staff or 
clients, at a discounted rate.

www.waseya.me

COMPANY BRIEF

Waseya is an online will maker. It allows people to write 
a legally binding will that complies with local laws and 
Islamic jurisprudence. The platform includes tools to 
calculate one’s Net Asset Worth and compute the Islamic 
shares of each inheritor.

MAZEN SABOUNUI
CEO & FOUNDER
ezzeddin@waseya.me | 01227788060

TEAM
ALY EL SHALAKANY
Legal Advisor Fa
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AHMED SALLAM
Financial Advisor

HANAN ABDELMEGUID
Tech Advisor

http://waseya.me


INDUSTRY
Health & Wellness

MARKET
B2C

TARGET CUSTOMER
Health-Conscious People

PRODUCT
Weekly & Monthly Meal Plans

All-in-one meal planning and ordering app

PRODUCT

Zatona eats is an e-commerce mobile application, a 
driver’s application for managing delivery operations, a 
manager app for internal operations and a kitchen app 
for cooking operations and recipes. The e-commerce app 
helps customers create meal plans, select meals from the 
menu and schedule delivery dates. There is a one time meal 
ordering and a weekly/monthly subscription plans allowing 
customers to pay either online or COD.

TARGET MARKET

The market size in Egypt is estimated to be $90B and We are 
planning to acquire 1% of it within the next 5 years

BUSINESS MODEL

A weekly and monthly subscription meal plans
and an individual meal ordering.

www.zatonaeats.com

COMPANY BRIEF

Zatona Eats is an all-in-one meal planning and ordering app 
which offers an end-to-end solution for personalized meal 
plans, cooked meals, scheduled delivery, nutrition therapy, 
and medical supervision

MOHAMED SALEH
CEO & CO-FOUNDER
mohamed.saleh@zatonaeats.com 
01119151815

TEAM
MOHAMED FAROUK
COO & Co-Founder Fa
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MAHMOUD ADAM
CTO & CoFounder

https://zatonaeats.com
https://zatonaeats.com


INDUSTRY
Agritech

MARKET
B2C

TARGET CUSTOMER
Farmers, Land Owners & 
Corporations

PRODUCT
Precise Farming

Precision agriculture platform

PRODUCT

Zr3i is web and a mobile application where land owners and 
farmers create their accounts and submit all their land info. 
Using satellite imaging, remote sensing and GIS tools, Zr3i 
then provides AI analysis for monitored crops to manage/
optimize the cultivation process and a report is generated 
and sent to customers’ profile.

TARGET MARKET

According to the ministry of agriculture report, there’s a 
total area of 12Mn acre of land that’s being cultivated using 
the different methods, 40% (5Mn acre) accounts to new 
lands that are open to modern irrigation methods.

BUSINESS MODEL

Subscription based services with a discounted rate for 
corporations and NGOs .

www.zr3i.com

COMPANY BRIEF

Providing Crop monitoring, management and Farm2fork 
product traceability services to the Egyptian Market and the 
Arab world.

WALID NASR
CEO 
walidnasrg@gmail.com | 01006055320

TEAM
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MOH AGLAN
CTO

SALMA MOUSTAFA
Chief Agronomist

AMR BURGI
PR Manager

https://zatonaeats.com
http://www.zr3i.com


THANK YOU
flat6labs.com
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